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Destinations, Profitability and Sustainability

In the Opening session Mr Salman will welcome the audience on behalf of Green
Destinations and the Global Leaders Community and briefly refer to recent
successes from in Global Leaders countries and destinations.
In his presentation “Destinations, Profitability and Sustainability” Mr Salman will
introduce the afternoon panel sessions by reminding us to some actual trends in
tourism. In the traditional tourism areas, destination managers are still facing
increasing mass tourism impacts to the environment, nature and landscapes,
hidden costs and a trend of decreasing length of stay, local spending and
profitability. In addition to mass tourism, new international corporations emerged
and quickly multiplied their profits, outpacing highstreet tour operators,
marginalizing destinations in profitability and leaving them to solve a whole new
range of problems. While tourism takes over city centres, towns and even small
villages, local communities are increasingly facing tourist misbehaviour, public
nuisance and unaffordable housing. Overtourism is profoundly changing the
socio-economic fabric of communities and when this is happening, it is likely to be
irreversible.
Salman will clarify the need for every destination to join forces with its local
stakeholders and business sector and to develop a strategy to avoid becoming outl
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